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Project Specific Public Participation Plan
The Sioux Falls MPO “Seven Step Process”
Public involvement should not merely be conducting public meetings to meet federal regulations, but rather, public
involvement should consist of providing access to information and addressing stakeholder’s concerns. Doing so may have
an effect on the outcome of decisions. Therefore, prior to the development of any transportation product, staff should
implement the following seven-step process, review each step’s corresponding section in the PPP, and design a public
participation plan specific to the product.

Step 1 Goals: What is the public participation goal?
Inform and Understand (see pages 5-6 of the PPP)

Step 2 Stakeholders: Who are the stakeholders?
Sioux Falls MPO, Public, MPO Interested Parties, Underrepresented Populations, Environmental Agencies

Step 3 Methods: What public participation methods for interacting with the public will be utilized?
Two public hearings; coordination with CIP and STIP processes including CityLink informational broadcasts; promote
and host location for STIP public meeting live webinar; presentation of TIP content to the MPO Committees; a separate
dedicated page on the Sioux Falls MPO Website with direct links to review project list and map, and submit comments

Step 4 Notification: What notification techniques will be used to inform the public?
Local media and newspapers; letters or e-mail notifications to the MPO Committees and Interested Parties; legal notices
regarding two public hearings; and the Sioux Falls MPO Website home page, news page, Twitter account, and to be
developed TIP page

Step 5 Implementation: Where, when, and how will the public participation techniques be implemented?
Meetings will be held at an accessible facility with access to public transportation and will take place when public
transportation is in service. Notices will be posted or printed with adequate advance notice. Sign-in sheets will be
available at meetings to collect a list of interested parties and contact information.

Step 6 Evaluation: What documentation will the plan or product include to fulfill the identified participation
goals and objectives?
A public participation section will be included in the plan detailing how Steps 1-5 were completed including
documentation of specific public participation techniques that have been completed.

Step 7 Incorporate: How will the participation documentation be reviewed, and how will any necessary
changes to the plan or product be made?
Significant oral or written comments will be evaluated, summarized, and addressed in the appendix of the TIP. Approval
of the TIP means the MPO supports the funding scenarios and priority rankings.

Outcome or Decision: Who recommends and approves the plan or product? What is the significance of the
approval of the plan or product? (Refer to Step 1)
The final plan will be presented to all MPO committees. Recommendations shall be provided by the CAC and TAC. Final
approval of the TIP is required by the UDC.

